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Today in the heading is checked by Mama, it will be about the book Lisa Ariere New Year's
perobula.Crafts and gifts do it yourself.
First, we cordially congratulate Lisa with the release of her first printed book, it is a great
achievement!And wish Lisa great success in the further implementation of your amazing and
creative ideas!
And secondly, we want to present you Alina Chabutkin, the author of our blog is not gray everyday
life!, Which will tell about how they along with the son of Serya (4 years 5 months) were engaged in
Lisa's book.Alina is actively interested in teaching children who can be adapted for home, (in
particular montessori by the method), children's books and making benefits from felt.According to
Alina, it is three of her whale who sailed to her thanks to her son.?
I have a book of Lisa Arie "New Year's perobula.Crafts and gifts do it yourself. "The book, which I
was not so lacked last year during the preparation for the new year.Last year, my son and I took
advantage of many recipes, ideas and advice of Lisa, reading her blog World of My Greet
And recently published a book in which Lisa tells, in his unique manner, about the incarnation of the
most fabulous pre-New Year ideas.How to make New Year's houses from cardboard and almost
real polar express how to bake the most delicious and beautiful gingerbread and make your
gingerbread house, how to decorate the fridge and what else can you come up with a stylming film
Garland of molds for cupcakes and candlestick from Koryagi will decorate any home!How to make
an original sweet gift and add it an elegant cup?How to make the most warm and spiritual New Year
cards and decorate the house with a team of snow?All this you will find under one cover of the book
from Phoenix publishing house, with beautiful photos of Lisa and detailed description of each action.
But from this book does not look like a boring instruction, on the contrary, the words of Lisa go like
an artistic story.I imagine how Lisa and Tom (the youngest son of Lisa) made postcards and baked
fragrant gingerbread.From the book blows warm and homely.The book will undoubtedly like all
lovers to create a fairy tale with their own hands and wanting to hold New Year's preparation and
vacation.Each exercise entails a journey into a fairy tale.
A little about the format: a book in a soft cover, glued, a size 22 by 15 cm, 62 pages, a coated
paper.Each page is beautifully decorated, as a separate postcard, in addition to the pictures, there
are a lot of photos that will help create beauty with your own hands.

Pros:
The main plus that such a useful book was released, such a wonderful author.The printed book will
not replace any other format.
All ideas can be easily embodied with the help of remedies.I read the stylist film, you can order on
the Internet, it is really easily removed from any surface without leaving traces.A marker for
ceramics can also be found or replaced by acrylic contours of glass and ceramics, or nail polish in
the extreme case (but then the drawing will not be stable).
At the end of the book there are several schemes that will help cut a gingerbread house, make a
drawing on a cup and collect polar express from the boxes.A solid wave of inspiration!After reading,
I immediately want to create!
We have been drinking gingerbread in the recipe of Lisa and they are really tasty and soft!And how
surprised our friends, when last year we presented sweet gifts - a set for cooking cocoa in the idea
of Lisa.It's so beautiful and unusual!
Minuses:
No, except one- little!I want more ideas!And the Lisa is full of them!
We are waiting for the continuation!
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